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ABSTRACT 
The Spearfish oil play is unconventional requiring the use of horizontal wells that 
are fracture stimulated to deliver economic flow rates. However, fraccing into the 
underlying water has been a source of significant production problems for operators. The 
key to developing the area is to keep the individual fracs large enough to stimulate the 
tight Spearfish sands but not to let them propagate into the underlying water zone. 
The Spearfish Formation of the Black Hills has been traced into the subsurface of 
the Williston Basin in western North Dakota from bore holes at the northern margin of 
the outcrop area in extreme eastern Wyoming. In the Williston Basin, the Spearfish can 
be divided into three lithologic units; in ascending order these are; a lower gray shale and 
red siltstone unit (Belfield Member), a middle salt unit (Pine Salt Member) and an upper 
siltstone unit (Saude Member). 
The lower two units are considered to be Permian, while the overlying Saude 
Member is predominantly Triassic. In North Dakota, the Saude is considered to be an 
onlapping transgressive unit, probably supplied by a source area to the west and 
becoming younger to the east and north where it rests with angular discordance on 
progressively older Paleozoic rocks. Lack of fossil evidence makes it difficult to assign a 
definite age to the upper part of the Saude although it is possible that the upper part of the 
Saude in northwestern North Dakota and southern Saskatchewan and Manitoba crosses 
the Triassic-Jurassic time boundary. 
IX 
The petroleum production potential of the Spearfish Formation was analyzed 
using decline curves on the cumulative oil production from 90 wells chosen from North 
Dakota and Manitoba. A comparison was made on these wells based on field locations 
and drilling method employed. 
X 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
General 
The Spearfish Formation was named by Darton in 1899. ("Spearfish" was coined 
from the exposure along Spearfish Canyon, South Dakota.) 
Darton referred to the formation as gypsiferous red beds exposed in areas around 
the Black Hills. Darton assigned a Triassic age to the Spearfish Formation. However, 
subsequent studies have shown that the lower part of the Spearfish Formation is of 
Permian age. 
The Spearfish Formation is also exposed along the Belle Fourche River in the 
vicinity of Devils Tower, Wyoming. In the Black Hills area, the thickness of the 
Spearfish Formation varies between 400-700 feet (Darton, 1925). The Spearfish reaches a 
maximum thickness of about 715 feet in North Dakota north of the Cedar Creek anticline 
and thins to about 300 feet along the USA-Canadian border. 
Oil was discovered in the Williston Basin in 19 51 and the then acting state 
geologist, Nicholas Kohanowski signed the first drilling permit for Amerada Petroleum 
Cooperation No.I Iverson Well drilled in SWl/4 SWl/4 Sec.6. T. 155N. R. 95 W., 
Williams County. The stratigraphic location of these beds in the subsurface suggested a 
correlation with the Spearfish Formation of the Black Hills. This resulted in extensive 
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drilling within the area (Westhope and Newburg Fields). However, the success rate was 
marginal. 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the petroleum production potential of the 
Spearfish Formation, describe the lithologic character of the Spearfish Formation and 
subsequently correlate the Spearfish Formation in North Dakota. 
Regional Setting and Area of Study 
The Williston Basin is a shallow intracratonic basin of approximate extent of 
50,000 square miles and is centered in northwestern North Dakota with sediments 
ranging from Cambrian to recent. The Williston Basin includes many structures that 
range in size from large anticlines, such as the Nesson and Cedar Creek, to lineaments, 
faults and impact structures, such as the Red Wing Creek and Newporte structures. 
Figure 1 shows the four main oil fields of Spearfish Formation. About 85% of the 
wells examined for this thesis were from these fields. 
Methods 
The combined use of mechanical and sample logs was used to provide the data for 
this report. Using well files from the NDGS (North Dakota Geological Survey) and 
Manitoba energy department, drilling methods, production and completion histories were 
obtained. This information was used for estimating ultimate recovery and decline curve 
analysis was used to infer future production. Lithologic descriptions were from sample 
logs maintained by the North Dakota Geological Survey. To achieve the objectives of this 
study the following steps were incorporated: 
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Figure 1. Four main oil fields of Spearfish Oil. 
• Spearfish production histories for ND and MB were obtained and compared. 
The production was compared based on location (ND or MB/Table 1). 
Another comparison was done based on well type for all of Spearfish 
production (vertical or horizontal/Table 2). 
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• Decline curve analysis was conducted for recent horizontal and vertical wells 
in MB and ND (25 horizontal & 25 vertical wells in MB, 25 vertical & 15 
horizontal wells in ND). This information was used to estimate ultimate 
recovery (EUR) and this was also compared based on location and well type 
(Table 3). 
• Normalized production (first 12 months) for each well was compared based 
on location and also well types to evaluate initial production of these wells 
when they were first drilled (Tables 4 and 5). 
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CHAPTER II 
STRATIGRAPHY AND LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTIONS 
The Spearfish Formation rests on and is conformable with the Minnekahta 
Limestone of Permian age in Western North Dakota and South Dakota (Dow 1967). 
However, in some areas the Spearfish Formation rests directly on red beds of the Opeche 
Formation. This makes the lower boundary difficult to determine due to development of 
erosional lows in the underlying shales which also causes a variation in thickness of the 
lower beds of the Spearfish Formation. This phenomenon results in an added layer of 
Spearfish Formation that can be found above underlying shale units which cannot be 
traced in areas where the Spearfish rests directly on resistant strata. Hence a margin of 
error ranging from a few feet to tens of feet can be expected in determining the base of 
the Spearfish Formation in these areas. 
Members of the Spearfish Formation 
Within the subsurface of the Williston Basin in western North Dakota, the 
Spearfish Formation can be divided into three lithologic units, which in ascending order 
are: 
• Belfield Member: lower red siltstone and gray shale unit. 
• Pine Salt Member: middle salt unit. 
• Saude Member: upper red siltstone, shale and fine grained sandstone unit. 
5 
Belfield Member 
The Belfield Member is the lower siltstone and shale unit of the Spearfish 
Formation (Zieglar 1955). The Belfield Member varies in thickness from an erosional 
edge to 23 8 feet in northwestern Dunn County, North Dakota. It consists of fissile gray 
Shale interbedded with reddish orange Siltstone and mudstone especially in the upper 
portion. It also consists of thin beds of whitish and pinkish anhydrite, traces of pyrite and 
grayish pink dolomite. The Belfield member is conformable with the underlying 
Minnekahta limestone except along a narrow belt just inside the limits of the Minnekahta 
where it rests on an erosional- surface. The Belfield doesn't extend beyond the 
Minnekahta and is terminated along an erosional belt 15-35 miles in width. Along this 
erosional belt, the Belfield is conformably overlain by either the Pine Salt Member or the 
Saude Member oftbe Spearfish Formation. 
Pine Salt Member 
The Pine Salt Member overlies the Belfield Member in most of western North 
Dakota. The Pine Salt ranges in thickness from about 218 feet in Bowman County to a 
feather edge along the margins of its basin of deposition. The Pine Salt tends to thicken 
south of the Cedar Creek Anticline, reaching a maximum thickness of about 3 00 feet 3 5 
miles north of the Spearfish Outcrop area in the Black Hills. 
The Pine Salt Member is conformable with the underlying Belfield Member 
except along a narrow belt where it rests on eroded Belfield shale. The Pine extends 
somewhat beyond the Belfield Member in northwestern North Dakota where it rests with 
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Figure 2. Williston Basin stratigraphic column. 
angular discordance on rocks as old as Mississippian. In areas where the Pine Salt 
Member rests on the soft shales of the Opeche Formation and the Big Snowy Group, it 
thickens suggesting erosional lows which were filled with salt. There is also a thinning 
over the Amsden Formation which is more resistant and therefore, probably fo1med an 
erosional high on the pre Pine surface. 
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Figure 3. ISOPACH map of the Spearfish Formation (Thickness in feet, Contour interval: 
100ft) 
The Pine represents a period of restricted marine conditions. Since the Pine Salt 
Member rests on pre-Spearfish unconformity to the east and north of its basin of 
deposition, the barrier doubtlessly lay to the west or south. Peterson (1957) suggested that 
the perhaps the Belt Island and the Sheridan Arch which restricted the Jurassic seas of 
Williston Basin played a significant part in the formation of these late Permian 
evaporites. In the eastern and northern margins of the Pine basin, very little 
sedimentation is believed to have occurred because nowhere in North Dakota is the Pine 
seen to grade laterally into shale. In the area north of the Black Hills, however, a red 
siltstone and gypsum section of limited thickness is probably correlative with Pine Salt of 
the deeper parts of the basin. The Pine Salt Member is conform ably overlain by the red 
mudstones of the Saude Member of the Spearfish Formation. 
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SAUDE 
Figure 4. Typical electric log showing various members of the Spearfish Formation. 
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Saude Member 
The Saude is the upper red mudstone unit of the Spearfish Formation. The base of 
the Saude includes a persistent anhydrite and salt unit and an equally persistent sandy 
siltstone unit. 
The thickness of the Saude Member ranges from a feather edge along its 
periphery to over 350 feet in western North Dakota and to nearly 500 feet in South 
Dakota just north of the Black Hills. 
To the east and north, the Saude Member extends well beyond the limits of the 
Pine Salt and rests unconformably on progressively older Paleozoic rocks. Based on its 
character and distribution, the Saude Member is an onlapping transgressive sand and 
siltstone unit deposited in a growing basin. Studied lithofacies based on sand - silt ratios 
indicating a source area lying generally to the north and west. 
It is also important to note that the relative relief of the pre-Spearfish surface at 
the time of basal Saude deposition had a great effect on controlling the thickness and 
lithology of the lower part of the unit. In areas where topographic lows were present, the 
Saude thickens and in areas underlain by topographic highs, thinning was observed. 
Divide and Williams Counties in North Dakota best exemplify this. 
In Bottineau County, North Dakota, and in southern Saskatchewan and Manitoba 
the Saude contains a basal sand unit. In Bottineau County, the thickness of the sand 
varies between 10 - 40 feet and consists of very fine grained quartzose sandstone with 
interbedded reddish and greenish siltstone and sandstone (Harrison, Ray and Larsson, 
1958). The topographic relief on the pre-Spearfish surface at the time of deposition had a 
great effect on the distribution and thickness of the basal sand, causing it to be 
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concentrated in the low areas. However, minor structural activities appear to have played 
a part as well, since the sand is seen to overlap onto resistant strata at some points. In 
Canada, a basal sandstone unit is distinctive and is called the frosted grain unit of the 
Watrous Formation. This unit consists of sandstone, conglomerate, and locally fragments 
of chert and limestone derived from the pre - Spearfish surface. In southern 
Saskatchewan, the basal Watrous contains an orange red frosted grain unit of possible 
aeolian origin. In North Dakota, well rounded, frosted sand grains occur scattered 
through the silty beds of the Saude Member (Zieglar, 1956). Smith (1956) believed these 
to be windblown deposits and that these and the thin anhydrite beds of the Saude Member 
were associated with Playa lakes. Goldsmith (1959) suggested that a large alluvial plain 
may have existed in the basin during much of Saude time. Lithofacies studies based on 
sand and silt ratios indicate the apices of sandstone tongues to be in northwestern North 
Dakota and southeastern Saskatchewan, thereby indicating source areas near these 
localities. These data, together with the irregularity of bedding in the Saude and the 
absence of strand line deposits, imply that much of the Saude is continental in origin. 
However regularity of bedding south of the Cedar Creek Anticline and in the lower 
portions of Saude in southwestern North Dakota suggest that these beds may be marine. 
The Saude Member is overlain by a lower evaporite member of the Piper 
Formation. The contact is probably conformable throughout much of northwestern North 
Dakota and Canada. To the west and south, however, a considerable portion of the 
Saude has been removed by erosion and the lower boundary of the Piper is marked 
by distinct unconformity. 
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Figure 5. Isopach map of the Saude Member, Spearfish Formation in North Dakota 
(Thickness in feet, Contour interval: 100ft) 
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Figure 6. Isopach map of the Pine Salt Member, Spearfish Formation in North Dakota 
(thickness in feet, contour interval: 50ft) 
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Figure 7. Isopach map of the Belfield Member, Spearfish Formation in North Dakota 
(thickness in feet, contour interval: 100ft) 
Units Overlying the Spearfish Formation 
Nordquist (1955) stated that in most of western North Dakota, the Spearfish is 
overlain by a series of anhydrite and salt beds which he called the Poe Member of the 
Nesson Formation. However subsequent studies have adopted the name Piper Formation. 
The term Poe Member is important in describing the lower evaporite unit, hence will be 
referred to as the Poe Member of the Piper Formation. 
The Poe Member of the Piper Formation consists of white anhydrite, interbedded 
with dark red shale and a little limestone near the top (Nordquist 1955). 
The basal salt unit is also included in the lower part of the type Poe and lies almost 
entirely within the boundaries of North Dakota. This unit was named the Dunham Salt 
by Zieglar (1955) who regarded it as part of the Spearfish Formation. However more 
recent work suggests that the Dunham Salt is a facies of the Poe. The Dunham reaches a 
13 
maximum thickness of about 130 feet and is found only in the central part of the basin. 
The Dunham is also conformable with the underlying Saude Member of the Spearfish 
Formation although some small local unconformities may exist. In most areas where the 
Poe overlies the Saude, the thickness is relatively uniform. However the Poe exhibits 
some variation to the east of the Saude limit where it rests on pre-Spearfish erosional 
surfaces (Nordquist 1955). 
Stratigraphic Relationships and Correlations 
Several divergent opinions about the proper stratigraphic position of the post-
Minnekahta, pre-Piper red beds of the Williston Basin have appeared since these beds 
were first observed in the subsurface. 
When the term Spearfish was first applied in the Williston Basin of western North 
Dakota, it included rocks between the Minnekahta Limestone of Permian age and the 
Piper Formation of Jurassic age. The term Spearfish was used because of its lithologic 
resemblance and similar position to the Spearfish Formation of the Black Hills. 
Zieglar ( 1955) subdivided these red beds into 4 units, 
• Spearfish Formation (restricted) 
• Pine Salt 
• Saude Formation 
• Dunham Salt 
Zieglar also postulated a major unconformity at the base of the Pine Salt which 
can be mapped with varying degrees of certainty across North Dakota and with little 
imagination across northwestern South Dakota back to the Black Hills. Zieglar correlated 
this unconformity with the regional erosional surface at the base of the Jurassic in central 
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Montana. Thus, the Pine, Saude and Dunham were, according to him, of Jurassic age. 
However he believed the Spearfish in the Black Hills to be of Triassic age. 
Hadley and Lewis ( 195 7) assigned most of the red bed sequence, except for the 
lower portion of Ziegler' s Spearfish (restricted) to the Triassic system. Hadley and Lewis 
believed that the Saude confonnably underlies and overlies adjacent rock units in the 
central northern part of the basin but lies with marked unconformity along the margins 
on rocks as old as Mississippian. They believed this to be the only major unconformity 
associated with the Spearfish Formation in Williston Basin. 
Goldsmith (1959) correlated the lower shale unit (Spearfish of Zieglar) with a red 
and green shale unit of inferred Permian age in the Black Hills. He also believed the Pine 
Salt to be a lateral equivalent of inter bedded red mud stone and gypsum units of Permian 
age in the Spearfish surface sections. Goldsmith believed the Saude was lower Triassic 
age and correlative with lower Triassic units in the Black Hills. He also maintained that a 
major unconformity representing much of Middle and Late Triassic and Early Jurassic 
time separates the Saude from overlying formations. A basal conglomerate in the 
overlying Poe evaporite Member of the Piper Formation locally marks the unconformity. 
The stratigraphic correlations set forth in this paper are essentially modifications 
and extensions from the North Dakota Geological Survey and Goldsmith's conclusions. 
The Belfield Member of the Spearfish is considered Permian in age for the following 
reasons: 
• The Belfield Member has a conformable relationship with the underlying 
Minnekahta Limestone of Permian age. 
15 
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• Its concordant limits with the Minnekahta indicate deposition in a basin of 
similar configuration. 
• Its correlation with the lower portion of the type Spearfish of inferred Permian 
age north of the Black Hills. 
The Pine Salt Member is considered Permian age because of its correlation with 
Permian gypsums and shales in the Black Hills surface sections. According to Goldsmith 
(1959), evaporites are more common in the Permian than in the Triassic system. 
The Saude Member is laterally equivalent to the Watrous Formation in 
Saskatchewan (Zieglar, 1955). The Watrous Formation is divided into three units; 
• A basal frosted grain unit 
• A middle shale unit 
• Upper evaporite unit. 
The lower two units are equivalent to the Saude Member in North Dakota while 
the evaporite unit is correlative with the Poe Member of the Piper Formation. A Jurassic 
age is commonly assigned to the Watrous Formation although its basal portion may be 
Triassic. No unconformity is recognized in the Watrous Formation in Saskatchewan. 
It is apparent, then, that the Saude is conformable with overlying Jurassic strata in 
Canada and separated from the Jurassic in South Dakota and southeastern Montana by a 
sharp unconformity. The following hypothesis is submitted to account for this apparent 
discrepancy. The depositional history of the Saude in North Dakota and Canada was 
probably somewhat different than in the areas to the south. In the main part of Williston 
Basin, north of the Cedar Creek Anticline, the Saude is considered to be an onlapping 
transgressive unit, becoming younger to the east and north. A probability exists that the 
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Triassic Jurassic time boundary lies within the upper part of the Saude. The position of 
this boundary can only be estimated. The relationship of the Saude in North Dakota with 
its lateral equivalent rocks indicates that it is probably Triassic, becoming younger to the 
east and north along the margins of its basin of deposition. The upper part of the Saude in 
extreme northwestern North Dakota southern Saskatchewan may be Jurassic in age. The 
major unconformity on top of the Saude south of the Cedar Creek Anticline limits its age 
in this area to the Triassic. This agrees with the supposed Triassic age of the Red Peak 
Member of the Chugwater Formation in Wyoming which is a lateral equivalent of the 
Saude in that area. 
The Piper Formation as defined in this study is equivalent to the Gypsum Spring 
Formation of the Black Hills (Francis, 1957). The Poe Member of the Piper Formation is 
correlative with the upper unit of the Watrous Formation of Saskatchewan. 
17 
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CHAPTER III 
STRUCTURAL FEATURES 
The western part of North Dakota lies within the Williston Basin. The Williston 
Basin can be described as a stable shield basin, formed a broad gentle downwarp on the 
cratonic platform and characterized by relatively slow undisturbed sedimentation. In 
western North Dakota, several positive and some negative structures that affected the 
deposition of the Spearfish Formation are present. The major positive features are Nesson 
and Cedar Creek anticlines. 
Nesson Anticline 
The Nesson Anticline is a major positive structural feature of the Williston Basin. 
However, it was relatively inactive during Spearfish time. A thickening of the Belfield 
Member on the southwestern end of the Anticline is counter balanced by thinning of the 
overlying Pine Member in the same area. These trends are believed to be caused by 
differential erosion of the Belfield before deposition of the Pine Salt rather than to 
structural activity. Activity of the Nesson Anticline was renewed during Jurassic time. A 
gentle uplift probably fractured the overlying rocks allowing percolating water to reach 
the Dunham Salt 800 feet below the surface. An unusual system of solution channels in 
the Dunham is interpreted as solution along fractures or faults of minor displacement. 
These channels are very narrow and elongated normal to the anticlinal axis. Such an 
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orientation suggests that they may be cross faults of the type commonly found on 
anticlinal structures. 
Cedar Creek Anticline 
The Cedar Creek Anticline, unlike the Nesson Anticline had a greater effect on 
Spearfish sedimentation. During the deposition of Minnekahta Limestone and the 
Belfield Member, however, the Cedar Creek Anticline was inactive as these units 
continue over it with little change in thickness. Pine time saw renewed activity in the 
Cedar Creek Anticline. This activity is exemplified by the marked thinning of the Pine 
Salt over the anticlinal axis in South Dakota. The relatively high positioning of the 
anticline may have caused the development of restricted conditions in the North Dakota 
part of the basin. The presence of salt in the X marker bed in the southwestern part of 
North Dakota and its sudden change to a thin anhydrite over the Cedar Creek Anticline 
indicates restriction by this structure. 
In late Triassic, near the end of Saude deposition, the Cedar Creek Anticline rose 
considerably causing the Saude to be eroded and forming the angular unconformity 
which separates the Spearfish from younger rocks in the area. 
Bowman Low 
The Spearfish Formation reaches its greatest thickness in North Dakota in a small 
area in extreme southwestern Bowman County. This low takes the form of a narrow 
trough, the axis which is just north of and parallel to the Cedar Creek anticline. The crest 
of the anticline was farther south during Spearfish time as areas of thick Spearfish 
accumulation are penetrated by wells lying on and producing from that structure as it is 
known today. Not much is known about the tectonics of the Bowman low however, its 
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position suggests that it is probably intimately connected with the activity of the adjacent 
Cedar Creek anticline. 
Golden Valley Low 
About 50 miles north of the Bowman low in an area centering in the south 
western corner of Golden Valley County is a broad structural depression that marks the 
depositional center of the Spearfish Formation in Williston Basin. All the units of the 
Spearfish thicken toward this area where a maximum of 670 feet is reached. The Golden 
Valley low is believed to be the depocenter because of its larger size and persistence 
throughout Spearfish time even though it is about 45 feet less than the total Spearfish 
preserved in Bowman low. 
Stark High 
This structural feature is located a few miles northwest of Dickson in the western 
portion of Stark County, North Dakota. It is defined by the abrupt thinning of the Belfield 
and Saude Members of the Spearfish Formation. No effect has been observed on the Pine 
Salt Member. Though limited in size its significance cannot be over emphasized 
especially with two producing oil wells associated with it. 
Mercer High 
A positive area of unknown size is defined by the presence of a fenster in the 
Minnekahta Limestone in western Mercer County in North Dakota. Here a single well 
shows the Belfield Member resting on Minnelusa Formation. Since the Belfield is 
considered to be conformable with the Minnekahta Limestone and the latter is present in 
wells completely surrounding the area, the anomaly can be explained in either of two 
ways. First, it is possible the structure was high in Permian time and Opeche and 
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Minnekahta Formations were never deposited in the area and second that the structure 
became active immediately prior to Spearfish time, subjecting the Opeche and 
Minnekahta to erosion. The structure was not inactive during Spearfish time as neither 
the Belfield nor the Saude Members were affected by it. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PETROLEUM POTENTIAL 
The analysis employed the use of decline curve on the cumulative oil production 
from wells chosen from various fields within the Spearfish Formation in North Dakota 
and Manitoba. The fields are Waskada, Pierson, Russell, Northeast Landa, Newburg and 
South Westhope Fields. Manitoba has generally used horizontal drilling method in 
exploring the Spearfish while most of the Spearfish production in North Dakota has come 
from vertical wells. However due to recent success in horizontal production of the 
Spearfish in Canada, more horizontal wells have peen drilled in North Dakota Spearfish. 
For the purpose of this study, reserves are regarded as that portion of an identified 
resource that is available now and economically recoverable under existing technological 
conditions. When these reserves are drilled, they are known as proven reserves. By 
extending existing fields, future discoveries can be estimated and this is known as 
inferred reserves. 
The estimate for original oil in place (OOIP) is far more than can actually be 
produced. It is only an estimate using numbers which are merely estimates themselves. 
In estimating the recoverable reserve I used oil production data over an extended 
period. In an ideal situation, the decline curve follows a straight line when production is 
plotted on a log scale. The predictable decline pattern was used to estimate the point at 
which production curve drops below the economic limit. The economic limit is based on 
the price of oil, expense of production and number of wells in the field. 
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In both cases, the production curve did not follow a straight line and this was 
attributed to 2 factors namely; 
• Draining more than one pool 
• Enhanced oil recovery procedures (mostly water flooding ) 
The Spearfish is a dolomitic siltstone to fine sandstone with slightly calcareous 
but mostly anhydritic cement. It was deposited in a tide dominated delta (Barchyn, D., 
1982.) environment and sits unconformably above Mississippian beds. The Spearfish pay 
interval is defined between the Spearfish Sandstone and the Mississippian unconformity. 
The Spearfish from volumetric calculations is estimated as having about 17,087mbbls of 
OOIP. Peak production rate was reached in 1988 and production has declined steadily 
afterwards. Recent advancements in enhanced oil recovery methods have led to renewed 
activities within the Spearfish. Waterflooding has been the most used enhanced recovery 
method within the Spearfish.(Canadian Natural Resource Ltd, 2010.) This was 
implemented to increase reservoir pressure so that initial production is higher and long 
term declines are shallower. General geology supports the belief that both the Manitoba 
Spearfish and North Dakota Spearfish are the same reservoir and therefore, the 
performance of the Manitoba Spearfish under waterflooding can be used as a direct 
analogy for how the North Dakota Spearfish will perform if developed as an effective 
waterflood operation. In 1993 Home Oil Ltd, unitized a portion of the Waskada Field and 
implemented a 40 acre waterflood. The waterflooding has proven to be effective by 
observing the flattening production decline. 
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Production Data 
Table 1 compares total cumulative production for North Dakota Spearfish and 
Manitoba Spearfish. Forty wells were examined in North Dakota, 25 vertical and 
15 horizontal. The production year ranges from 1985 - 2009 and the total cumulative 
production was calculated as 1,756,018 bbls for ND Spearfish wells. The economic limit 
was set at 200 barrels. For Manitoba production, a total of 50 wells were used for this 
study, 25 vertical and 25 horizontal wells. The economic limit was also set at 200 barrels. 
The production year ranges from 2006 - 2010. The total cumulative production was 
determined to be 649,986 bbls. 
Comparing the production from North Dakota and Manitoba, an exponential 
increase in production is observed in Manitoba and this can be attributed to increased use 
of the horizontal drilling method and this has led to substantial production numbers 
within a very short period. 
Below is a decline curve for well# UWI: 3300902081 
Qi = initial production 
Qt = production at the time of decline 
Intercept= log (Qi) 
t = 4/2007 - 12/2009 (time for decline) 
Slope = log (Qt) -log (Qi)/t 
Qec = economic limit 
Tabn = log (Q1/Qec)/slope (time for limit after 12/2009) 
EUR= Qcum + Qj ... .. + Qt ( estimated ultimate recovery) 
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Production Data 
Tabular production data is included as Appendix B. Table 1 compares total 
cumulative production for North Dakota Spearfish and Manitoba Spearfish. Forty wells 
were examined in North Dakota, 25 vertical and 15 horizontal. The production year 
ranges from 1985 - 2009 and the total cumulative production was calculated as 1,756,018 
bbls for ND Spearfish wells. The Economic limit was set at 200 barrels. For Manitoba 
production, a total of 50 wells were used for this study, 25 vertical and 25 horizontal 
wells. The economic limit was also set at 200 barrels. The production year ranges from 
2006 - 2010. The total cumulative production was determined to be 649,986 bbls. 
Comparing the production from North Dakota and Manitoba, an exponential 
increase in production is observed in Manitoba and this can be attributed to increased use 
of the horizontal drilling method and this has led to substantial production numbers 
within a very short period. 
Below is a decline curve for well # UWI: 3300902081 
Qi = initial production 
Q1 = production at the time of decline 
Intercept = log (Qi) 
t = 4/2007 - 12/2009 (time for decline) 
Slope= log (Q1) -log (Qi)/t 
Qec = economic limit 
Tabn = log (Qi/Qec)/slope (time for limit after 12/2009) 
Qcum = Qt - QeJslope 
EUR= Qcum + Qi, ·· .. + Qt ( estimated ultimate recovery) 
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Table 2 compares EUR based on location i.e. North Dakota or Canada. The EUR 
for both North Dakota and Manitoba was calculated from decline curve analysis. In Table 
3, the EUR is compared based on drilling methods employed (horizontal or vertical) and 
the Horizontal drilling method showed a significant increase even though this method has 
only been used within a short period of time. This implies that the recovery rate is higher 
for horizontal wells than vertical wells in the Spearfish. 
Table 4 shows normalized production (first 12 months) for horizontal and vertical 
wells. This also supports the higher recovery rate associated with horizontal wells. The 
normalized production for horizontal wells was calculated as 226, l 55bbl and the vertical 
wells were calculated as 108,353 bbls. 
Table 5 is a comparison of the normalized production data based on location. In 
comparing ND wells vs. MB wells, the initial production data was significantly higher for 
MB due to increased number of horizontal wells. Figure 8 shows a typical decline curve. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
The Spearfish Formation of the Black Hills has been traced into the Williston 
Basin of western North Dakota. Within the basin, the Formation can be divided into three 
members. In ascending order these are; 
• Belfield Member; a lower gray shale and red siltstone unit, 
• Pine Salt Member; a middle salt unit, 
• Saude Member; an upper red siltstone and fine grained sandstone unit. 
The isopach maps (Figs 3, 5, 6 & 7) have been prepared to delineate the thickness 
and distribution of the units in western North Dakota. The Isopach maps show variation 
in thickness within the stratum using contour lines of equal thicknesses. The Belfield and 
the Pine Salt Members are considered to be Permian and are correlated with the Permian 
part of the type Spearfish Formation in the outcrop sections north of the Black Hills. The 
Saude Member is predominantly Triassic although its upper part in extreme northern 
North Dakota and Canada may contain the Triassic-Jurassic boundary. The Saude in 
North Dakota is believed to be non-marine and was deposited in a different depositional 
environment than its equivalent south of the Cedar Creek Anticline. South of the Cedar 
Creek Anticline, the upper part of the Saude has been removed by erosion and a sharp 
angular unconformity separates the Saude from overlying Jurassic sediments. The 
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Triassic Spearfish in North Dakota is correlative with the Amaranth Formation of 
Manitoba. 
The Spearfish is a low permeability sandstone reservoir containing low GOR light 
oil. Wells drilled into the Formation tend to produce better if the horizontal drilling 
method is employed. Also commercial production rates in the Spearfish can be achieved 
via hydraulic fracture simulation. Factors such as underlying water zone, along with an 
unconfined producing interval have limited potential field development. The Spearfish is 
at a considerably shallower depth than the Bakken, so it is cheaper to drill the Spearfish. 
Horizontal drilling from the available data has proven to be a better than vertical 
drilling while exploring the Spearfish Formation. This is because conventional vertical 
wells pass through the oil bearing zone of the Spearfish reservoir at a steep angle. The 
short distance penetrated limits the portion of the reservoir that can drain to the well. 
However, horizontal wells follow the Spearfish reservoir for thousands of feet laterally 
exposing a much greater amount of the reservoir to the well, with a resulting increase in 
production. Estimated ultimate recovery increases significantly when horizontal drilling 
method is applied to Spearfish wells. 
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Appendix A 
Names and Locations of Wells Used in This Study 
Well details containing API #, well type, location and field of all wells used for 
this study. Wells are listed according to their North Dakota Geological Survey well 
number and their Manitoba Department of Energy well license number. 
WELL LOCATION 
API TYPE Twp Rng Sec Spot FIELD 
3300901765 V 160N 78W 9 SENW SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 
3300901771 V 163N 79W 24 SWSE LEONARD 
3300901773 V 164N 78W 27 SWSE SOURlS 
3300901778 V 163N 79W 24 SENE LEONARD 
3300901779 V 163N 79W 24 SWNE LEONARD 
3300901781 V 160N 78W 9 NENW SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 
3300901794 V 160N 78W 9 NWNW SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 
3300901806 V 163N 79W 24 NESW LEONARD 
3300901870 V 163N 78W 4 NESE NORTHEAST LANDA 
3300901881 V 163N 79W 24 SENW LEONARD 
3300901898 V 163N 79W 25 NWNE LEONARD 
3300901910 V 163N 78W 9 NENE SCANDIA 
3300901912 V 163N 79W 25 SENE LEONARD 
3300901919 V 163N 79W 24 NWSW LEONARD 
3300901946 V 160N 78W 4 SESE SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 
3300901948 V 160N 79W 21 NENE RUSSELL 
3300901952 V 160N 79W 16 SESE RUSSELL 
3300901957 V 163N 79W 26 NENW ZION 
3300902001 V 160N 78W 9 NWNE SOUTHWEST ST AR.BUCK 
3300902030 V 162N 79W 29 NWNE SOUTH WESTHOPE 
3300902044 V 162N 80W 11 NESW SOUTH WESTHOPE 
3300902086 V 163N 79W 24 NESE SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 
3300902085 V 163N 79W 25 NENE LEONARD 
3300902148 V 163N 78W 5 SENW SOURJS 
3300902166 V 160N 79W 9 NENW LEONARD 
100112300125Wl00 V IN 25W 23 II LEONARD 
102122300125WIOO V IN 25W 23 12 SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 
102152600128Wl00 V IN 28W 26 15 SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 
102053400128WIOO V IN 28W 34 5 LEONARD 
100041500125WIOO V IN 25W 15 4 NORTHEAST LANDA 
100011600125WIOO V IN 25W 16 I LEONARD 
100012100125WIOO V IN 25W 21 I LEONARD 
100082100125WIOO V IN 25W 21 8 SCANDIA 
100022300125WIOO V IN 25W 23 2 LEONARD 
100032300125WIOO V lN 25W 23 3 LEONARD 
100042300125WIOO V IN 25W 23 4 SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 
100052300125WIOO V IN 25W 23 5 RUSSELL 
100062300125WIOO V IN 25W 23 6 RUSSELL 
100072300125Wl00 V IN 25W 23 7 ZION 
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WELL LOCATION 
API TYPE Two Rng Sec Spot FIELD 
100152300125WIOO V IN 25W 23 15 SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 
102102300125W l00 V IN 25W 23 JO SOUTH WESTHOPE 
100052600125WIOO V IN 25W 26 5 SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 
100082700125WIOO V IN 25W 27 8 LEONARD 
100162700125WIOO V IN 25W 27 16 SOURJS 
100052800125WIOO V IN 25W 28 5 LEONARD 
100073500125WIOO V IN 25W 35 7 LEONARD 
100153500125WIOO V IN 25W 35 15 SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 
100080300225WIOO V 2N 25W 3 8 SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 
102150400225WIOO V 2N 25W 4 15 LEONARD 
100161500225WIOO V 2N 25W 15 16 NORTHEAST LANDA 
103130400124Wl00 H IN 24W 4 13 LEONARD 
102150400124Wl00 H IN 24W 4 15 LEONARD 
102051600125W100 H IN 25W 16 5 SCANDIA 
103051600125WIOO H IN 25W 16 5 LEONARD 
102101600125W100 H IN 25W 16 10 LEONARD 
103161600125WIOO H IN 25W 16 16 SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 
1030128001 25W100 H IN 25W 28 l RUSSELL 
102082800125WIOO H IN 25W 28 8 RUSSELL 
103082800125WIOO H IN 25W 28 8 ZION 
104043100125WIOO H IN 25W 31 4 SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 
100140800224W100 H 2N 24W 8 14 SOUTH WESTHOPE 
103031100225WIOO H 2N 25W 11 3 SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 
104031100225W100 H 2N 25W I I ... .) LEONARD 
100101700225W100 H 2N 25W 17 10 SOURJS 
102101700225Wl00 H 2N 25W 17 10 LEONARD 
100080300124W100 H IN 24W 30 8 LEONARD 
102140400124Wl00 H IN 24W 4 14 SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 
103140400124W100 H lN 24W 4 14 SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 
100141300125WIOO H IN 25W 13 14 LEONARD 
102161600125WIOO H IN 25W 16 16 NORTHEAST LANDA 
102151700125W100 H IN 25W 17 15 LEONARD 
103043100125WIOO H 1N 25W 31 4 LEONARD 
100061600225WIOO H 2N 25W 16 6 SCANDIA 
102040200226WIOO H 2N 26W 2 4 LEONARD 
103040200226WIOO H 2N 26W 2 4 LEONARD 
3300901962 H 161N 79W 10 NWNE NEWBURG-SPEAR.FISH/CH 
3300902035 H 161N 79W 15 SENW NEWBURG 
3300902039 H 161N 79W 10 NWSW NEWBURG 
3300902038 H 161N 79W 22 NWNE NEWBURG 
3300902048 H 161N 79W 15 SENW NEWBURG 
3300902051 H 163N 77W 6 SESE SOURIS 
3300902080 H 161N 79W 21 NWNE NEWBURG 
3300902081 H 161N 79W 9 SENW NEWBURG 
3300902118 H 162N 79W 20 NWSW SOUTH WESTHOPE 
3300902123 H 161N 79W 15 SWNE NEWBURG 
3300902124 H 161N 79W 9 NWNW NEWBURG 
3300902127 H 161N 79W 9 SESE NEWBURG 
3300902128 H 161N 79W 16 SWNW NEWBURG 
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API 
3300901765 
3300901771 
3300901773 
3300901778 
3300901779 
3300901781 
3300901794 
3300901806 
3300901870 
3300901881 
3300901898 
3300901910 
3300901912 
3300901919 
3300901946 
3300901948 
3300901952 
3300901957 
3300901962 
3300902001 
3300902030 
3300902035 
3300902039 
3300902038 
3300902042 
3300902043 
3300902044 
3300902048 
3300902051 
3300902080 
3300902081 
Appendix B 
Tabular Production Data 
(showing API #, well type, fields and productions in bbls) 
Table 1 
Comparison of Spearfish Production Histories for ND and MB 
(V = vertical H = horizontal) 
SPEARFISH PRODUCTION FOR ND 
We11 Type Field Total Production bbls 
V SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 52,269 
V LEONARD 34 
V SOURIS 7,609 
V LEONARD 33,023 
V LEONARD 36,879 
V SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 53,518 
V SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 94,209 
V LEONARD 116,517 
V NORTHEAST LANDA 49,825 
V LEONARD 1,658 
V LEONARD 50,707 
V SCANDIA 2,899 
V LEONARD 57,566 
V LEONARD J 6,584 
V SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 6,635 
V RUSSELL 18,564 
V RUSSELL 2,109 
V ZION 16,598 
H NEWBURG 74 
V SOUTHWEST STARBUCK 21 ,167 
V SOUTH WESTHOPE 8,819 
H NEWBURG 175,380 
H NEWBURG 121,716 
H NEWBURG 232,380 
H NEWBURG 82,285 
H NEWBURG 91,786 
V SOUTH WESTHOPE 9,467 
H NEWBURG 201 ,295 
H SOURIS 3,993 
H NEWBURG 18,193 
H NEWBURG 73,525 
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SPEARFISH PRODUCTION FOR ND 
API Well Type Field Total Production bbls 
3300902086 V LEONARD 706 
3300902085 V LEONARD 31,886 
3300902118 H SOUTH WESTHOPE 660 
3300902123 H NEWBURG 18,577 
3300902124 H NEWBURG 6,925 
3300902127 H NEWBURG 12,014 
3300902128 H NEWBURG 24,503 
3300902148 V NORTHEAST LANDA 2,284 
3300902166 V RUSSELL 1,180 
1,756,018 
100112300125WIOO V GOODLANDSSOUTH 9,800 
102122300125W100 V GOODLANDSSOUTH 9,935 
102152600128W100 V PIERSON 6,578 
102053400128W100 V PIERSON 2,996 
100041500125W100 V WASKADA 13,129 
100011600125Wl00 V WASKADA 7,045 
100012100125Wl00 V WASKADA 9,965 
100082100125Wl00 V WASKADA 10,485 
100022300125WIOO V WASKADA 2,643 
I00032300125WIOO V WASKADA 4,693 
100042300125WI00 V WASKADA 2,194 
I00052300125W100 V WASKADA 3,612 
I00062300125WIOO V WASKADA 8,042 
100072300125WI00 V WASKADA 2,653 
100152300125WIOO V WASKADA 12,946 
102102300125W100 V WASKADA 1,824 
100052600125WIOO V WASKADA 4,963 
100082700125W100 V WASKADA 8,944 
100162700125W100 V WASKADA 10,305 
100052800125W100 V WASKADA 1,880 
100073500125W100 V WASKADA 4,420 
100153500125W100 V WASKADA 6,775 
!00080300225W100 V WASKADA 9,458 
102150400225W100 V WASKADA 13,367 
100161500225W100 V WASKADA 353 
103130400124W100 H WASKADA 19,398 
102150400!24W100 H WASKADA 55,101 
102051600125W100 H WASKADA 23,285 
103051600125WIOO H WASKADA 12,203 
102101600125WIOO H WASKADA 36,942 
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SPEARFISH PRODUCTION FOR ND 
API Well Type Field Total Production bbls 
103161600125WIOO H WASKADA 27,00 1 
103012800125Wl00 H WASKADA 10,012 
102082800125W100 H WASKADA 25,590 
103082800125Wl00 H WASKADA 21 ,421 
104043100125WIOO H WASKADA 7,563 
100140800224W100 H WASKADA 21,709 
103031100225W100 H WASKADA 15,075 
104031100225\VlOO H WASKADA 16,704 
100101700225WIOO H \VASKADA 9,965 
102101700225WIOO H WASKADA 5,875 
100080300124W100 H \VASKADA 31,563 
102140400124Wl00 H WASKADA 17,540 
103140400124Wl00 H WASKADA 10,882 
100141300125W100 H WASKADA 477 
102161600125W100 H WASKADA 6,587 
102151700125Wl00 H WASKADA 13,308 
103043100125\VIOO H WASKADA 43,183 
100061600225\VlOO H WASKADA 11 ,116 
102040200226W100 H WASKADA 22,106 
103040200226Wl00 H WASKADA 16,375 
649,986 
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Table 2 
Comparison of EUR for ND and MB 
(V=vertical and H = horizontal) 
API WELL TYPE 
100112300125\VlOO V 
102122300125\VIOO V 
102152600128\VIOO V 
102053400128\VIOO V 
100041500125\VlOO V 
100011600125\VJOO V 
100012100125\VlOO V 
100082100125\VIOO V 
100022300125\VJOO V 
100032300125\VIOO V 
100042300125\VlOO V 
100052300125\VlOO V 
100062300125\VlOO V 
100072300125\VIOO V 
100152300125\VlOO V 
102102300125\VIOO V 
100052600125WJOO V 
100082700125\VIOO V 
100162700125\VIOO V 
100052800125\VlOO V 
100073500125\VlOO V 
100153500125\VJOO V 
100080300225\VlOO. V 
102150400225\VIOO V 
100161500225\VlOO V 
103130400124\VlOO H 
102150400124\VlOO H 
102051600125\VlOO H 
103051600125\VIOO H 
102101600125\\1100 H 
103161600125\VIOO H 
103012800125\VlOO H 
102082800125\VIOO H 
103082800125\VlOO "H 
104043100125\\1100 H 
103031100225\VlOO H 
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EUR 
14,320 
11,843 
9,456 
10,768 
16,608 
25,995 
14,015 
15,239 
5,678 
8,654 
6,784 
10,876 
15,432 
5,678 
17,979 
5,345 
7,654 
12,345 
14,356 
5,678 
8,903 
10,763 
16,743 
3,896 
22,878 
195,554 
96,756 
23,798 
45,673 
45,279 
35,683 
30,543 
28,895 
23,968 
18,954 
16,989 
API WELL TYPE EUR 
104031100225\VlOO H 18,537 
100101700225\VlOO H 19,193 
102101700225\VJOO H 6,760 
100080300124\VlOO H 89,745 
102140400124\VlOO H · 33,678 
103140400124\VIOO H 24,567 
100141300125\VJOO H 12,678 
102161600125\VlOO H 18,945 
102151700125\VIOO H 15,394 
103043100125\VlOO H 113,674 
100061600225\VlOO H 12,870 
102040200226\VlOO H 23,518 
103040200226\VIOO H 18,203 
Total EUR= 1,267,740 
3300901765 V 78,345 
3300901771 V 1,089 
3300901773 V 10,567 
3300901778 V 67,542 
3300901779 V 56,345 
3300901781 V 68,067 
3300901794 V 102,453 
3300901806 V 118,328 
3300901870 V 53,412 
3300901881 V 15,111 
3300901898 V 6,734 
3300901910 V 20,167 
3300901912 V 73,682 
3300901919 V 18,356 
3300901946 V 9,000 
3300901948 V 24,513 
3300901952 V 4,567 
3300901957 V 34,123 
3300901962 H 6,342 
3300902001 V 22,311 
3300902030 V 7,623 
3300902035 H 194,587 
3300902039 H 231,520 
3300902038 H 320,867 
3300902042 H 563,31 5 
3300902043 H 302,318 
36 
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' 
API WELL TYPE EUR 
3300902044 V 11,000 
3300902048 H 301,923 
3300902051 H 23,415 
3300902080 H 29,103 
3300902081 H 125,522 
3300902086 V 1,342 
3300902085 V 37,203 
3300902118 H 42,654 
3300902123 H 50,808 
3300902124 H 8,793 
3300902127 H 64,012 
3300902128 H 404,506 
3300902148 V 3,461 
3300902166 V 3,321 
Total EUR= 3,518,347 
37 
Table 3 
Comparison of EUR Vertical vs Horizontal 
API 
100112300125\VlOO 
102122300125\VlOO 
102152600128\VlOO 
102053400128\VlOO 
100041500125\VlOO 
100011600125\VlOO 
100012100125\VIOO 
100082100125\VlOO 
100022300125\VlOO 
100032300125\VlOO 
100042300125\VlOO 
100052300125\VlOO 
100062300125\VlOO 
100072300125\VlOO 
100152300125\VlOO 
102102300125\VlOO 
100052600125\VIOO 
100082700125\VlOO 
100162700125\VlOO 
100052800125Wl00 
100073500125\VlOO 
100153500125\VlOO 
100080300225\VlOO 
102150400225\VlOO 
100161500225\VlOO 
3300901765 
3300901771 
3300901773 
3300901778 
3300901779 
3300901781 
3300901794 
3300901806 
3300901870 
3300901881 
3300901898 
3300901910 
3300901912 
WELL TYPE 
(vertical) 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
38 
EUR 
14,320 
11,843 
94,56 
10,768 
16,608 
25,995 
14,015 
15,239 
5,678 
8,654 
6,784 
10,876 
15,432 
5,678 
17,979 
5,345 
7,654 
12,345 
14,356 
5,678 
8,903 
10,763 
16,743 
3,896 
22,878 
78,345 
1,089 
10,567 
67,542 
56,345 
68,067 
102,453 
118,328 
53,412 
15,111 
6,734 
20,167 
73,682 
. -:-
API 
3300901919 
3300901946 
3300901948 
3300901952 
3300901957 
3300902001 
3300902030 
3300902044 
3300902086 
3300902085 
3300902148 
3300902166 
API 
103130400124\VlOO 
102150400124\VlOO 
102051600125\VlOO 
103051600125\VJOO 
102101600125\VIOO 
103161600125\VlOO 
103012800125\VlOO 
102082800125\VIOO 
103082800125\VlOO 
104043100125\VlOO 
103031100225\\!100 
104031100225\\!100 
100101700225\\!100 
102101700225\VlOO 
100080300124\VlOO 
102140400124\VlOO 
103140400124\VlOO 
100141300125\VlOO 
102161600125\VlOO 
102151700125\VlOO 
103043100125\VlOO 
WELL TYPE 
(vertical) 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
Total EUR= 
WELL TYPE 
(horizontal) 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
39 
EUR 
18,356 
9,000 
24,513 
4,567 
34,123 
22,311 
7,623 
11,000 
1,342 
37,203 
3,461 
3,321 
1,137,092 
EUR 
195,554 
96,756 
23,798 
45,673 
45,279 
35,683 
30,543 
28,895 
23,968 
18,954 
16,989 
18,537 
19,193 
6,760 
89,745 
33,678 
24,567 
12,678 
18,945 
15,394 
113,674 
API 
100061600225\VlOO 
102040200226\VIOO 
103040200226\VIOO 
3300901962 
3300902035 
3300902039 
3300902038 
3300902042 
3300902043 
3300902048 
3300902051 
3300902080 
3300902081 
3300902118 
3300902123 
3300902124 
3300902127 
3300902128 
WELL TYPE 
(horizontal) 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H . 
H 
H 
Total EUR= 
40 
EUR 
12,870 
23,518 
18,203 
6,342 
194,587 
231,520 
320,867 
563,315 
302,318 
301,923 
23,415 
29,103 
125,522 
42,654 
50,808 
8,793 
64,012 
404,506 
3,639,539 
Table 4 
Normalized Production (first 12 months) 
VerticaJ vs Horizontal 
Well Type 
API (vertical) Production 
3300901765 V 617 
3300901771 V 34 
3300901773 V 1,036 
3300901778 V 1,551 
3300901779 V 5,061 
3300901781 V 1,481 
3300901794 V 1,323 
3300901806 V 4,138 
3300901870 V 5,205 
3300901881 V 98 
3300901898 V 727 
3300901910 V 2,350 
3300901912 V 3,737 
3300901919 V 175 
3300901946 V 449 
3300901948 V 972 
3300901952 V 105 
3300901957 V 2,070 
3300902001 V 991 
3300902030 V 55 
3300902044 V 803 
3300902086 V 73 
3300902085 V 15,624 
3300902148 V 2,284 
3300902166 V 1,180 
100112300125\¥100 V 4,146 
102122300125\¥100 V 2,520 
102152600128\¥ 100 V 2,294 
102053400128\¥100 V 934 
100041500125\¥100 V 3,541 
100011600125\¥100 V 1,968 
100012100125\¥100 V 3,046 
100082100125\¥100 V 3,540 
100022300125\¥100 V 870 
100032300125\¥100 V 1,168 
100042300125\¥100 V 711 
100052300125\¥100 V 1,090 
100062300125\¥100 V 4,995 
41 
Well Type 
API (vertical) Production 
100072300125\VlOO V 712 
100152300125\VlOO V 3,571 
102102300125\VIOO V 686 
100052600125\VlOO V 1,311 
100082700125\VIOO V 3,947 
100162700125\VlOO V 3,835 
100052800125\VlOO V 63 
100073500125\VlOO V 1,508 
100153500125\VIOO V 2,781 
100080300225\VlOO V 2,892 
102150400225\VlOO V 3,802 
100161500225\VlOO V 283 
108353 
Well Type 
API (horizontal) Production 
3300901962 H 37 
3300902035 H 18,921 
3300902039 H 2,514 
3300902038 H 19,931 
3300902042 H 7,705 
3300902043 H 11,816 
3300902048 H 8,641 
3300902051 H 1,760 
3300902080 H 4,270 
3300902081 H 11,629 
3300902118 H 603 
3300902123 H 5,121 
3300902124 H 1,915 
3300902127 H 1,362 
3300902128 H 12,881 
103130400124\VlOO H 3,782 
102150400124\VlOO H 11,039 
102051600125\VlOO H 1,508 
103051600125\VlOO H 776 
102101600125\VlOO H 6,076 
103161600125\VlOO H 2,554 
103012800125\VlOO H 1,577 
102082800125\VlOO H 3,763 
42 
WelJ Type 
API (horizontal) Production 
103082800125\VIOO H 6,617 
104043100125\VJOO H 344 
100140800224\VJOO H 7,669 
103031100225\VJOO H 6,864 
104031100225\VlOO H 5,892 
100101700225\VlOO H 3,020 
102101700225\V100 H 2,019 
100080300124\VlOO H 31 ,563 
102140400124\VIOO H 2,275 
103140400124\VlOO H 2,320 
100141300125\VlOO H 477 
102161600125\VJOO H 207 
102151700125\VlOO H 1,610 
103043100125\VIOO H 2,122 
100061600225\VlOO H 4,665 
102040200226\VJOO H 4,155 
103040200226\VlOO H 4,155 
226155 
43 
. . , . . . . , , . , . , . , - . . . . ,r 
Table 5 
Normalized Production (first 12 months) 
ND vs MB 
(V = vertical H = horizontal) 
API Well Type Production 
3300901765 V 617 
3300901771 V 34 
3300901773 V 1,036 
3300901778 V 1,551 
3300901779 V 5,061 
3300901781 V 1,481 
3300901794 V 1,323 
3300901806 V 4,138 
3300901870 V 5,205 
3300901881 V 98 
3300901898 V 727 
3300901910 V 2,350 
3300901912 V 3,737 
3300901919 V 175 
3300901946 V 449 
3300901948 V 972 
3300901952 V 105 
3300901957 V 2,070 
3300902001 V 991 
3300902030 V ·55 
3300902044 V 803 
3300902086 V 73 
3300902085 V 15,624 
3300902148 V 2,284 
3300902166 V 1,180 
3300901962 H 37 
3300902035 H 18,921 
3300902039 H 2,514 
3300902038 H 19,931 
3300902042 H 7,705 
3300902043 H 11,816 
3300902048 H 8,641 
3300902051 H 1,760 
3300902080 H 4,270 
3300902081 H 11,629 
3300902118 H 603 
3300902123 H 5,1 21 
44 
API Well Type Production 
3300902124 H 1,915 
3300902127 H 1,362 
3300902128 H 12,881 
161245 
103130400124\VlOO H 3,782 
102150400124\VlOO H 11,039 
102051600125\VIOO H 1,508 
103051600125\VlOO H 776 
102101600125\VIOO H 6,076 
103161600125\VIOO H 2,554 
103012800125\VIOO H 1,577 
102082800125\VIOO H 3,763 
103082800125\VIOO H 6,617 
104043100125\VIOO H 344 
100140800224\VIOO H 7,669 
103031100225\VIOO H 6,864 
104031100225\VJOO H 5,892 
100101700225\VlOO H 3,020 
102101700225\VIOO H 2,019 
100080300124\VIOO H 31 ,563 
102140400124\VlOO H 2,275 
103140400124\VIOO H 2,320 
100141300125\VIOO H 477 
102161600125\VIOO H 207 
102151700125\VlOO H 1,610 
103043100125\VIOO H 2,122 
100061600225\VIOO H 4,665 
102040200226\VIOO H 4,155 
103040200226\VIOO H 4,155 
100112300125\VlOO V 4,146 
102122300125\VIOO V 2,520 
102152600128\VJOO V 2,294 
102053400128\VJOO V 934 
100041500125\VIOO V 3,541 
100011600125\VIOO V 1,968 
100012100125\VJOO V 3,046 
100082100125\VIOO V 3,540 
100022300125\VJOO V 870 
100032300125\VIOO V 1,168 
100042300125\VlOO V 711 
100052300125\VIOO V 1,090 
45 
API Well Type Production 
100062300125\VlOO V 4,995 
100072300125\VlOO V 712 
100152300125\VIOO V 3,571 
102102300125\V!OO V 686 
100052600125\VlOO V 1,311 
100082700125\VIOO V 3,947 
100162700125\V!OO V 3,835 
100052800125\VlOO V 63 
100073500125\VlOO V 1,508 
100153500125\VlOO V 2,781 
100080300225\VIOO V 2,892 
102150400225\VlOO V 3,802 
100161500225\VIOO V 283 
173,263 
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